Building our new Medical Clinic in Haiti
11 May 2018
Dear friends of ICDM,
I have a wonderful announcement to make: A dream of ours is finally coming true!
As many of you know, it has always been a dream of our ministry to be able to build a proper Medical
Clinic to serve the (very) under-served children and families near our school in Haiti.
Last year through a successful fundraising campaign we were able to raise the necessary
funds! Construction is now underway and we are shooting for a Grand Opening sometime in the Fall.
Our next important step is to stock our new Medical Clinic with (gently used) donated medical
equipment. And I need your help.
Click here to download a copy of our medical equipment "Needs List".
Would you please do the following?
1. Print out a few copies of this equipment list.
2. Take a copy and give it to personal Doctor, Dentist, Nurse, Pediatrician, Specialist....Every medical
professional that you know.
3. Tell them about what we are doing and ask -- "Hey, do you have anything on this list that you might
want to get rid of and could donate? It's so important!"
Important Note: Medical facilities in the U.S. constantly update and replace their equipment. So, don't
be shy about asking. You never know what could happen, right?
Remember, we don't necessarily need new equipment. Gently used equipment is just fine and we are
happy to provide donation receipts upon request.
If you or any donors have questions, please call Mr. Tom Puderbaugh (our coordinator for this
project). His contact information is (727) 786-1910 or puderbaugh@verizon.net
Finally -- Here is our ICDM motto for the Clinic building project. I think it is a good one -It always seems impossible....Until someone does it!
Thank you in advance for being that someone.
Sincerely yours in Christian friendship,
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Pastor Yvan Pierre
Director -- International Christian Development Mission
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Medical Equipment “Needs List” for Haiti Medical Clinic
Scope of Project: Haitian non-profit International Christian Development Mission (website – icdm.us) is
currently building a Medical Clinic up in the mountains of rural Haiti. This clinic will be one of the only
medical facilities for miles around…. Serving a very underserved area.
Our non-profit clinic will be staffed by both local Haitian nurses and physicians, along with visiting
medical professionals (on one-week humanitarian trips) from the United States.
We are in need of the following medical equipment. Important Note: We do not require new. Decent
used equipment is just fine.
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Patient Exam tables (4)
* Lockable medication locker (2)
Hospital Beds (2) with rolling meal tables
* Birthing table
Digital X-ray machine
* Newborn incubator
Medication refrigerator (normal voltage)
* Bili light for newborns
Automated External Defibrillator (AED)
* Eye wash station (2)
Wheel chair
* Exam room chairs for patient/provider (5)
Portable ultrasound machine
* Stethoscopes (12)
Chairs/benches for waiting area (12)
* Hand-held otoscope (6)
Hand-held ophthalmoscope (6)
* Sharps containers (many)
Manual blood pressure cuffs (6 adult and 6 pediatric, various sizes)
Digital thermometers (12)
* Battery operated pulse oximetry machines (6)
Small storage cabinets for exam rooms (6)
* Small desks and chairs (4 sets)
Exam lights, prefer LED (6)
* Microscope, slides, etc. (2)
IV stands
(4)
* Eye charts (6)
Centrifuge
* Wall clocks (4)
Patient scales (2)
* Hand sanitizer pump dispensers (10)
Please, can you provide all or any? The human need is both urgent and ongoing. Thank You!
Contact: Tom Puderbaugh (727) 786-1910 puderbaugh@verizon.net
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